Each character <-> A unique
binary/numerical number

Encoding of a character set is to
represent its characters in bytes
or bits (numerical number) so
that computers can remember
and process these characters.
typically 7-bit bytes
Modal

eg ISO-2022, UTF-7

escape sequences/special
characters to change mode

so generally for external

normally not in internal use

not efficient for internal storage
or processing on OS

need switch between 1/2 bytes
mode

first bit: turned on/off

vs

use of 8-bit bytes

Categories

Non-modal

eg Big5, GBK, UTF-8, UTF-16,
locale-specific instance of EUC

typically variable-length
use numerical values of bytes to
change mode

no switch

Pro: simplify text-intensive
operations

normally used in internal
processing

Fixed-length

so generally for internal

Con: waster lots of space

eg ASCII, UCS-2, UCS-4
1- ASCII
some 1 byte, some 2 byte
...

External Code: primarily as
information interchange code

Email

7-bit

encoding range for 1st/2nd byte
are identical
4 bytes
later one will overwrite the
previous one

designators: which char set to
switch

must appear once in a line
before any instance of the
character set it designates

2- ISO-2022: modal

go to 1 byte mode
Switching (show in CN version)

SI

0x0F

there must be a shift back to
ASCII before the end of the line

SO

0x0E

go to 2 bytes mode

special character
shifts: when to switch

single shift sequence: only for
following two bytes
Locale Independent Encoding
Methods

32 control codes
only 94 are printable
20: space

ASCII

96 graphic/printable chars

other rules

go to Plane 2

SS3

0x1B 0x4F

go to Plane 3-7

each line starts and ends in
ASCII

line based

Encoding and Decoding
Internal code

first byte high bits: row#; second
byte low bits: col#

to encoding matrix 256*256
four code sets

ISO use 94*94 area for Chinese
hight bit first bit 0: GL

CS 0: ASCII
other 3: country different

Graphic Left/ R

high bit first bit 1: GR

Code set 0 starts with 0 bit

0: ASCII
1: Chinese

0x1B 0x4E

most cases: for not 1byte mode, EUC
is just ISO2022 with high bits enabled,
and without escape or shift
sequences

7bit | 128 | 0x00 - 0x7F

7F: delete

SS2

Code set 1 start with bit 1
High-bit: eng or chn

3- EUC

EUC-CN = GB

example: GB, Big5
Mix Languages

range, for internal processing

GB vs Big5 range may help

Character Set
special character, for message
exchanging purpose
chinese ver of ASCII

to identify 2 bytes and 4 bytes
EUC-TW

Chinese

GB 1988-89/GB-Roman

Level1: sorted by reading
GB 2312-80

Level2: sorted by radical, then
number of strokes
fully compatible to GB 2312-80

Relationship between ISO2022
and EUC

Chinese Character Set
Standards in CHN

GBK

fully compatible with EUC-CN /
GB

Internal
CNS-Roman

GBK China

Character Level
Processing

Big5
CNS 11643-1992

Encoding Methods

Locale Specific Encoding

GB is a subset

Code range
Internal code of word

in Taiwan

hanzi sorted by number of
strokes and then radical

Big5 Taiwan

an additional encoding block +
EUC-TW Code Set 0 and 1

not compatible

interchange
members are unique

Characteristics

order doesn’t matter

opinion holder

Closed: like English

entity

opinion target
Problem

Opinion Quadruple/Quintuples 四元组/五元组

used to ensure that ppl learn the
minimum number of characters

sentiment
time

Aspect expression
Document-level

Level

Explicit AE

picture quality is ...

Implicit AE

expensive

non-coded is the subset of
coded
Printable
Control

2-class classification

Characters

Unicode + ISO10646-1(UCS)

Phase 2
Phase 14

Universal character set
containing 2/4 bytes

Non-coded Character Set

Fixed length
Categories
Character Set

Coded Character Set | CODE
SET | CC

UCS-2/UCS-4

UCS-2 and unicode encodings
are identical for most of Chinese
characters
2 bytes, 16 bits, 0000-FFFF

Coded or not

3-class classification. Neutral

GB

Can include subjectivity
classification

Big5
ISO + Unicode Consortium

Concept

UCS-2

Locales
Examples

Encoding of a character set:
represent characters in bytes/
bits
same code length
same code embedding
actual value same

fully compatible

00** is ASCII
can only encode BMP

UCS-4

International Chinese character
set standards

Sentence-level

Aspect-level

Character Set

Phase 1

Close/open

Open: like Chinese

aspect

Plane 0 BMP

31 bits, 0x0 - 7FFFFFFF
BMP, use UCS-2

2 bytes!

Encoding

Input: UCS4 value U+********
Output: UTF-16 value

Encoding Compatibility
UTF-16 / Unicode Encoding:
var-len

compatible

surrogate pair to UCS-4 code
point + original UCS-2 for BMP

Plane 1-16, use UCS-4
surrogates area, transfer to
UCS-4 | D800 DC00 - DBFF
DFFF

Naive Bayes
Maximum Entropy
Classification Models

transformation

SVM
Random Forest

var-len

CNN

red area for P21, just waste

Word N-Grams (can be TF-IDF
weighted)

Text surface features

N-Gram

mix of 2/4 byte code space

Modal, 7 bit

Unigram = BOW
...

POS Part of speech tags and
then n-gram

unicode-encoded texts
represented by ASCII characters
can only encode UCS-2 and
UTF-16

International Encoding Method

Supervised Learning

Encoding Method

={first byte hex}{second byte
hex}

non-alphanumeric characters

Sentiment words and phrases,
from lexicon or dict

Classification Features

64(2^4) characters are used
original text to binary

Linguistic features

mostly negation words in
sentence level classification

Sentiment Shifters
Sentiment Classification

for opinion extraction and
sentence level classification

UTF-7

UTF | UCS Transformation
Format

base 64 | bytes to printable
ASCII characters
Steps

look up table, 4 character

Words and phrases

direct transfer ASCII code, only
some part use UTF-7

UTF-7’s base64-like
transformation

Estimates SO of phrase using
the point-wise mutual
information PMI measure

Opinion Mining and Sentiment
Classification

Sentiment/Emotion Lexicon

number -s
tense marking -ed/-ing
-ation, -ness, -able; co-, re-

diff 词性
Stemming

Inflectional morphology 词形
变化

morphological variations

affixes词缀

semantic graph using
synonyms, antonyms or
hyponyms in WordNet

SO = word association with a
set of positive words - with
negative words

hyponyms: is-a relationship

association strength: PMI or
LSA

PMI: point-wise mutual
information
LSA: latent semantic analysis

most approaches use
supervised learning

radio of correct prediction

Morphology 词法

Derivational morphology 派
⽣生
stems词⼲干

antonym-generating affix

can be used as first step to
remove objective words

Accuracy

Recall

Evaluation

two broad classes

Morphemes 词素
Precision

Constitutes 词组

F-Measure

Grammatical relationships

NLP Basic

Part of Speech POS

Language Level Processing

Syntax 语法

Parsing
Meaning of words

2PR/(P+R)

BOW

representative words
non-representative words

Semantics 语义

elimination of stop words
Document -> list of tokens

Tokenization

context and how context
affects

Text preprocessing

Chinese need to segmentation
Acronym normalization

Normalization

Discourse

Case-folding

Stemming

Coreference

Stop word removal

Text Representation

TF Term Frequency

in a document
among all documents

Term Weighting Schemes

IDF Inverse Document
Frequency

TF-IDF

TF-IDF weight
frequent nouns and noun
phrases
extract by exploiting opinion
and target relations

used for extracting infrequency
aspects
find nearest noun around the
frequent aspect

sequential labeling
Aspect Level Sentiment
Analysis

Explicit Aspect Extraction
Approaches
supervised learning

Topic Modeling

Segmentation Ambiguity

BIO Begin, Inside, Outside
annotation scheme

LDA model, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation

Name Entity Recognition

Opinion Holder, Target and
Time Extraction

Co-reference Resolution

Overlapping Ambiguity 交集歧
义

⽩白天⽓气温

Grouping Ambiguity 组合歧义

学⽣生会

Resolution

check frequency

identify ambiguity from string

Simple way

from corpus

by Matching Direction

by Matching Length Priority
Dictionary based
Variations

Problems

Approaches

Forward Matching
Backward Matching

more accurate

Max Matching
Min Matching

Forward Maximum Matching

from MaxLen to 2

Forward Minimum Matching

from 2 to MaxLen

OOV Out-Of-Vocabulary
Ambiguous Segmentation
can provide list of words and
their frequency or probability
information

Traditional Approaches

Corpus based/Statistical based

Chinese Word Segmentation

Maximum-likelihood Approach
Process

Machine Learning Approaches

accuracy

Segmentation Evaluation

Binary decision

Boundary recall/precision

Word recall/precision

fully compatible to ASCII

sentiment: negative; when SO <
0

Confusion matrix for binary
classification

Chinese not, English yes

UCS-4 to 4~6-byte encoding

t positive if SO > 0

Graph-based approach

Subjectivity Classification

var-len

UCS-2 to 1~3-byte encoding

UTF-8: var-len

find synonym and antonym

Generation

Corpus-based
Bootstrapping

no padding character “=”

sentiment: positive; when SO >
0

seed sentiment words

WordNet distance-based
method

Dictionary-based
Bootstrapping

+{Base 64 encoding}-

RULES are DIFFERENT!

PMI: statistical dependence
between two terms

Classify: given a document,
computes the average SO of all
phrases in the review and count
average SO is positive and
negative
Simple way

BASE64 TABLE

external codes

Two consecutive words are
extracted if their POS tags
conform to certain patterns

Steps

do not need to take surrogate
pair to original UCS-4

padding “=” if not 3*n bytes input

example

Sentiment Lexicons/Dictionaries

ASCII TABLE

takes every 3 bytes, to 4 six-bits

Syntactic Dependency

Unsupervised Learning

Must make it bytes number of 4*
or 2*!

Learning: get segmented text > word & prob
Segmenting: get a new text
segmented

Unicode character to binary

Unicode characters to UTF-8
Transformation

Divide binary and fit in pattern in
the table
change back to hex in UTF-8

must change surrogate pair to
UCS-4

high surrogate

D800~DBFF

2^10

low surrogate

DC00~DFFF

2^10

